STUDENT TESTIMONIALS:

On top of school, I had a very demanding dance practice and rehearsal schedule that left little time for homework, and my grades suffered because of it. I started off as a hybrid student with BU, but have since transferred over to full time because I love it so much. The mentors and teachers are so incredibly kind and care so much about each and every student. It is such a positive and accepting environment, and every BU student is celebrated for their differences. I love coming to the lab, and I always look forward to seeing my teachers and the other awesome BU students!

“I have freedom of time and space, I am not limited to where I do my school as long as I have Wi-Fi and a device to use. And with a great staff, I can get the individual help I need.”

~ Braden, 12th grade

“I came to BU because I wanted to be able to ride horses during the light of day for the winter semester and be able to go to two week-long horse shows without missing out on so much school.”

~ Abby, 8th grade

“I needed a way that I could still be in a school setting, without the drama of school.”

~ Mathea, 12th grade

“With the time that is freed up without conventional high school I can work a job, work on my music, and do my schoolwork. The past year and a half has been the happiest I have been since middle school.”

~ Zach, 12th grade

“I like being able to talk to all my teachers and sit down and not get nagged at.”

~ Giancarlo, 12th grade

“BU embraces people for who they are, which makes them an extremely unique school. The teachers, mentors, and staff are so supportive of your victories and help you get through the hard times. At BU, it feels like a family.”

~ Lauren, 2019 Grad

“I came to BU because I have an anxiety disorder that makes it hard for me to leave the house. BU has a really calm environment and it allows me to work from home.”

~ Gigi, 9th grade

“BU is more than welcoming to all people and creates a safe and learning-oriented environment for all types of students. I can have one on one work time by call, video or even in person.”

~ Sam, 12th grade

“I really like that I can work at my own pace. When I am done with one week, I can just work on the next week. I also have much more free time to do things I enjoy.”

~ Clara, 10th grade

“I was dealing with migraines and had to miss a lot of school due to doctor’s appointments, but with BU I don’t miss out on class. I also enjoy how they have a lab you can go when you need help, so you don’t feel alone.”

~ Haley, 11th grade

“I came to BU so I could have more time to ski race. My favorite part is the schedule flexibility that I have.”

~ Aidan, 10th grade

“The BU lab is a great place to get work done where I can focus and receive guidance from mentors and teachers.”

~ Paula, 11th grade

“What brought me to BU was the thought of being able to work from wherever you wanted online, but have the support of your mentors as well as your teachers.”

~ Kiara, 11th grade

“I’m a hybrid student, so being in school only a half-day and online for my other classes I found a balance between a manageable level of anxiety and something to keep me focused on school every day.”

~ Lucy, 12th grade

“Although BU is an online school, there is still a sense of community, which I really appreciate.”

~ Neve, 8th grade
PARENT TESTIMONIALS:

"My daughter was struggling with anxiety from school pressures and we felt that we needed to do something to ease her pain. We felt that more time in the outdoors and with her horse would do the trick. Boulder Universal was paramount in allowing us this luxury. The teachers and counselors at BU are in constant communication and I feel more supported by them then we ever did at her other school.”

~ 12th grade parent

"BU is BVSD's best kept secret – it's like a free private school!”

~ 8th grade parent

"BU has been a life-changing experience for my high schooler! She was failing out of traditional high school due to ADHD and panic disorder, and just wasn't having a good high school experience. The excellent staff at BU took her under their wings, helped her feel comfortable, and they continue to offer one-on-one support with her school work whenever she needs it. She is now an A student!”

~ 11th grade parent

"BU has been a godsend for my 15 year-old daughter who was experiencing anxiety in high school and was struggling to find her people.”

~ 10th grade parent

"I love the attention she receives, and the understanding that every student learns differently. I also appreciate the understanding by the staff of life situations and how those things can sometimes affect learning and concentration.”

~ 12th grade parent

"My son is a hybrid student with his local middle school. He is a self-starter who has a lot of out of school commitments, and the long days at school weren't ideal. The flexibility of BU has been great for us and we've been fully impressed with the professionalism and attentiveness of the staff and teachers at BU.”

~ 8th grade parent

"The BU staff is excellent and the hybrid schedule is really wonderful! Communication is what makes BU work so well and they really have that down.”

~ 11th grade parent

"Our daughter is thriving again at BU! If you have a kid who loves to learn (BU students need to be self-disciplined and motivated) but is not thriving in the regular school system, BU is a great option!”

~ 10th grade parent

"BU is a very supportive, small community where the children are really seen. The inclusive and supportive culture of BU created by the mentors, teachers, and counselors is evidenced in many things, I also like how much more involved I am with her schooling. Because she is at home, I can see exactly what she is working on all day, and listen in on the online meetings she has with teachers from time to time.”

~ 7th grade parent

"Our kids have the freedom to explore their athletic pursuits in addition to gaining from an individualized, thoughtful educational experience. Personal, direct access to educators has been wonderful. The time my kids spend in the lab is efficient and focused.”

~ 7th and 10th grade parent

The alternative education that BU has provided my son has been a life saver for him. The caring counseling staff and teachers provide excellent continual support for my son.

~ 12th grade parent

"My boys are in 11th and 8th grades, and they finally love learning! I know they are finally learning skills to be successful and prepare them for college, including time management strategies, goal setting and self-regulated learning. The BU counselors, teachers and administration have high expectations and are hands-on for student success through effective and regular communication and close monitoring of student progress. They really care about their students and families. It really is a team effort and a community here.”

~ 8th grade and 11th grade parent